
Why event content is 
important in supporting 
PR activity.   



What does PR do for Jersey? 
Our ‘always on’ press office focuses on the benefits of visiting Jersey, not just
its features, but the ‘why’ and not just the ‘what’.

We work with the media, influencers and consumers to help them fall in love
with Jersey and experience the island break.

Our key activity:

§ Securing a constant stream of media and influencer visits to the island 
across all seasons

§ Promoting destination and event content 
§ Distributing media alerts using seasonal hooks 
§ Supporting additional campaign activity to generate coverage
§ Bigger thinking opportunities – we are always looking to create new and 

exciting conversations and content about Jersey



The role events play in what 
we do:  
§ Events are a way of securing media and influencers to visit and 

experience Jersey 

§ Events generate new conversations and leads with the media and 
influencers

§ They generate requests for follow-up visits from media who are keen 
to experience even more of what the destination has to offer 

§ Coverage generated from events can range from deep dive features 
on Jersey, where the event forms one part of their write-up, to bite size 
content included in round-up features e.g. Top 5 best literary festivals 
to head to this year

What is event content? 



How can you work with us? 
Get involved! 

We would love to work with you to help promote your event and generate 
some great coverage for Jersey.

§ Get in touch with Visit Jersey to set up a planning meeting, so that we are 
armed ready with the right information to educate the media and 
influencers about your event 

§ Work with us to get your events worked into proposed itineraries for 
visiting media and influencers to the island

§ Identify interesting angles about your event

§ Help secure follow-up visits by giving our welcome cards to your hosted 
media



Share our welcome cards 
Continue to build relationships 

We’d like to place one of our welcome cards within your press /media packs. They 
invite guests to get in touch with Visit Jersey’s PR Team following their visit to 
explore the potential of future press coverage.  



To discuss how we can work together 
please contact: 

Rebecca A’Court 
Marketing and PR Executive 
Tel: +44 (0) 1534 849772
Email: rebecca@visitjersey.je


